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- :'he des f low radar ::::-oss section (RCS) air::::=af~ and 
m~ssiles requ res ::1a r atter.tion durin:: the cor.fi:::mrat.:..on 
des~]n 9rocess. This oaDer reviews ti1ose :eat:ures of airborne 
vehicle configurations th.at ave a ma influence on t.'J.e 
result~ng radar sig~aturc. :'he RCS cent utors are discussed 
.:..:1 ter::1s f :::I'lree radar ?~e· . ..r.:..:-:c; sectors - nose, tail, and 
broads~de. :1easured ncs da::a are shown '.:0 illustrate the i:noact 
o:: desJ..gn variables. 

Jll An ex 
J..ow ~cs con 
:ni s s ~ le. 

le is ~iven of a desian approach for achieving a 
qur::1tion for 3 hi altitude, air breati'li:-:c 
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CON FI GUR.Z\ T DESIGN FOR LOW II 
John D. Ke 

Boei~g Aerospace Company 
Research and E~ginee Division 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ill The RCS (radar cross section) properties of airborne type 
~icles provides the major means by which they are detected and 
their location determined. Whereas, a large RCS is acceptable and 
eve~ desirable for "frie~dly" situations, such as for commercial 
aircraft and target drones, low RCS is important for covert and 
military miss ions over the enemy's terri tory. 

tit RCS design for militarf aircraft and missiles has only received 
mious consideration in recent years. In the past, the RCS 
which have resulted have been relativelv larae requiring various 
techniques and tactics to obtain an acceptabie level of survival. 
Recent design studies have included a moderate degree of RCS 
control during the preliminary design. These design studies have 
permitted the RCS to impact on the configuration to the extent 
~~at the performance {size, velocity, altitude and range) ·are not 
degraded. Future military airborne weapons will likely place 
more emphasis toward achieving very low RCS. In this regard, it 
will be ~ecessary that the RCS have a major influence on the 
configuration and that some degradation in aerodynamics and 
propulslo~ ~ay become necessarJ. 

a ~1uch :::;£ the RCS reduc::ion studies for airborne vehicles is 
oerformed after the desian is fixed or even after the veh~cle is 
operat.ional. This s i tua~ion has severely compromised any real 
opportunity to attain low RCS because of the restrictions that are 
cfte~ imoosed, such as, no cost or weight increase. This has 
created a reluctance to consider any changes to the configuration, 
such as, the external shape, engine inlets, engine exhaust, etc. 
Such an approach has, therefore, not permitted the state-of-the-art 
to be aoolied and has resulted in RCS reduction levels of 10 db 
and less~ Radar cross section reduction studies have, therefore, 
resulted in levels of approximately 1 m2 for manned aircraft and 
.01 m2 for ~issiles. 
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:.ow RCS for airborne ?ei:'.J.clas, 
, a reasonable goal. However, and this is very 

clear to the RCS s9eciali~t, ~~is require: ~~at the confi~~tion 
must receive equal attent~on as o~~er des~gn factors, such as, 
9erformance. Interdis linarf design studies are absolutely 
essential among those enced in obse rvab les, s truct:ures, 
aerodynamics and ~rooulsion to ac~ieve practical designs with 
acceptable levels of survivability, cost, and reliability. 

W This paper is directed at reviewing those aspects of the 
~nfiguration t!'l.at have an important influence on the RCS and 
more ~articularly on ~"le attainment:. of low RCS signature. 
Also, other observables, such as IR, visual and acoustics,~ 
important signatures 'N'hic~ should be carefully considered 'd'U'~ing 
the configuration selection ~hase; however, these are beyond the 
scope of this paper. Realistically, the control of observables 
must be studied in an integrated design approach since it can be 
expected that the design concepts will int:.eract upon each other. 
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II. GENE!LXU. DISCUSSION OF RCS CONTRIBUTORS If 
Jll Radar s is of p interest for the 
oand from approximatelv 1 GHz to 16 GHz. For most of the 
vehicles, in this frequency region, it is generally accepted 
that the RCS signature can be determined by analyzing the major 
scatterers comprising the configuration. Therefore, in order to 
proceed in an orderly fashion with the design of low RCS vehicles, 
it is. essential that we have an adequate understanding of ~ 
contn.butors ·...rhich can make a significant contribution to tn·e 
radar signature. 

1ll Prior studies made of airborne vehicles exposed to 
enemy's threats have established tactics and countermeasure 
techniques that are necessary to achieve acceptable levels of 
survivability. These studies have led to a common practice in 
discussing the RCS of missiles and aircraft to assume ~~ree sectors 
about the vehicle - nose, tail, and broadside. Although there are 
no hard rules established, the nose, tail, and broadside sectors 
are often considered to be those shown in Figure 1 for the azimuth 
plane. 

Ill The RCS contributors for the three sectors are shown in 
~ure l for a tactical type aircraft. Not shown on the aircraft 
may be numerous ante~~as, fuel pods, etc. that can be sicrnificant 
contributors. In the case of rocket engines not requiring an 
air inlet, ·a major contributor is deleted from the nose sector. 

• 
The mentioning of these contributors is not intended to mean 

t they are of equal importance, rather that all of them must 
be considered if attaining very low RCS is a design objective 
for all azimuth angles. Many of the various contributors may be 
excluded if RCS controls are limited to one or two of the three 
sectors. Also, some contributors can be excluded if the specified 
levels of RCS are not crreatlv different (-5 -::o -10 db) from that 
cf a convent:ional des i9n. Ais o, it should be recognized ~~at t.~e 
RCS of existing airborne vehicles can likelv be reduced in the 
ran~e of 5 to 10 db by judicious treatments '..Jith RA't. 

111 Most of the RCS contribution for the nose region will result 
~m the engine inlet - if air breather type, forward looking 
radar and EC!-1 compartments, pilot canopy, nose, wing and empennage 
members, slots associated with control surfaces in the wings and 
tail members, and external stores. For low RCS design, the entire 
shape and all transitions are imoortant. 
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For the tail sector, many of ~~e same contributors 
t~oned for the nose ector The exhaust nozzle resents 

cavi of or concern for this sector. Also, to 
reckoned with are the wing and empennage members, tail, external 
stores, tail radar, and ECM compar~~ents. Low RCS res that 
the ntire shape and all transition must be conside 

lit The broadside region requires that the shape of the fuse 
~ ven prime attention; also, the arrangement for the empennage 
and the wing/body must be considered. Engine nacelles can be 
important, as well as, the external stores. 

, A few other contributors which may be overlooked are worthy 
o~ ment~on, 3Uch as: 1) Surface irregularities, like small 
ridges and gaps, and 2) Fiberglass surfaces, as skin material. 
As mentioned previously, ~~e importance of some of the contributors 
may be trivial unless low RCS is a design requirement. 

lit This portion of the paper provides a familiarity with the 
~rious contributors that should be carefully reviewed in the 
con~iguration selection phase. The point ~~at needs to be 
stressed is that if any of these are ignored during the configura
tion selection phase, it is unlikely that the configuration will 
be altered with the design process well along. The following 
:::ecticn '~-'~l'!. dic::cpc::s !'.-:::-•.·! one must proceed with the configurat:~on 
desicn ~nr ~~~~ining low radar signature. 
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III. CONFIGURATION DE.SIGl~ CONSI:JERATIONS 1ll 
lit As previously mentioned, the general RCS design approach is 
!rsed upon breaking the configuration into ~~e contributors that 
are important to ~~e three sectors. The total RCS in a sector 
is estimated by summing ari~~Metically ~~e median RCS values 
that correspond ·.vith each of the contributors. The RCS of each 
contributor can be determined ~~rough calculation or by measure
ment. RCS handbooks 1,2 provide valuable formulas and data that 
can be applied to many of the design problems. Large computerized 
programs exist for RCS calculation at many of the universities, 
DOD agencies, and aerospace companies that are involved with 
RCS studies. It is especially notewor~~y to mention the Air Force 
developed program3which is probably the most sophisticated of 
the RCS coffi!'uterized programs that exist today in the United 
States. Where unique data are necessary or where accuracy is 
essential, measurements can be performed on scaled models of the 
contributors or of the entire vehicle. Static RCS measurement 
of models for obtaining these data is presently highly developed. 

IIJ The discussion that follows considers each of the contributors 
as it pertains to the three sectors - nose, tail, and broadside. 

A. :Jose Region .. 

: I'c,;: .._ LL;at!-.. ir .. g -.. -.::hicles, the engine inlet is a maior RCS 
contributor requiring close attention. The engine inlet is an 
electrically large, closed cavity. Essentially, all of the 
radar energy that strikes the aperture is scattered back in the 
general direction of the radar. Factors t.l-tat should be cons ide red 
regarding an inlet are its location, type, and features. The 
initial consideration should be the location whereby emphasis 
is given toward :nin imi zing the vis ibi li ty of the inlet aperture 
to the RCS sector. Following the location selection the tv~e of 
inlet :nust be deterr:1ined. !nlet featur:::s ·.vhich should 'Je conside!:'ed 
those whicn hel:J "hide" the fan blades in the eng~ne, curv1ng of 
the inlet duct,- long ..tMcts, divider plates in the duct and 
aperture tilting. f~ . 

~ The location of an inlet impacts on t.~e RCS control process. 
~a for the case of an inlet,mounted first inboard and then out
board along a wing surface is shown in Figure 2. The case for the 
inlet adjacent to the fuselage allows for absorber treatment of 
the fuselaoe for.vard of the inlet. This ac~ieves an RCS reduction 
not available to t.~e outboard location. The inlet location can be 
further exoloited to achieve a low RCS. The selection of the inlet 
location should consider whet.~er it is to be mounted on the top, 
bottom, or on t.. ..... e sides of the fuselage. Obviously, a top-~ounted 
inlet, '.vell aft, is a good choice ·..;here the R.CS sector to be 
controlled is in th~ lower h~~isphere. Conversely, the bottom
mounted location is a good choice where the RCS sector is in the 
~99er hemis9here. 
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Ill A favored type of inlet for achieving low RCS is the plug 
~et. Plugs exhibit lower RCS since they help scatter energy 
away from aperture and offer more absorber trea~~ent er unit 
length of duct. Also, help to hide the engine an blades, 
which is a un RCS con ution from inlets. Figure 3 provides 
for an RCS comparison of a plug inlet versus an "open" inlet type. 
The comparison assumes inlets of ~~e same length and aperture area. 
The RCS advan both cvith and without absorber treatment are 
clearly evident. 

.. Multiple inlets are preferred over single inlets since they 
~ provide for more extensive absorber treatments. An additional 
form of the multiple inlet is the incorporation of divider plates 
within the inlet which allows for furt~er absorber treatment. 
However, one must exercise some caution with this concept so that 
we do not carry this into the region where "cut-off" occurs. 
The "cut-off" condition must be avoided since it results in high 
reflection. 

II For an inlet integrated into the fuselage, decreasing the 
~ght of the inlet by making it more conformal wit~ the shape of 

~he fuselage is useful for RCS. This stems from increasing the 
~nteraction between absorber lined metallic surfaces, as well as, 

decreasing the visibility of the inlet aperture. 

II The RCS contr{bution :;om the nose region of the vehicle 
results from the tip radius, the general shape of the nose 
(often a cone or ooive) , and the transitions between the nose and 
the fuselage. Fig~re 4 shows RCS datalfor various nose parameters. 
The join contribution or transition should have the second deriva
tive near zero •..;hen desionino for verv low RCS 

The ]oin~contribution for the case of a cone/ 
cylinder is included in the data for comparison wit~ the other 
contributions. 

• - o··' ~cs -' · .. · ~ns · · r ... _.., e ·a ody shape , at'+- of .L.. v. !"'. c::es1.gns nus~.. a1..so C•J 1.ce .• . _ 
the nose. Figure 5 displays t.~e ?.CS :or t'I'IO shapes and t.~e importance 
of the "base" :-adi:.1s. 

.. A forl'lard radar compart~ent is commonly required on many of 
~e airborne vehicles for :1avigation and fire-control purposes. 
A radome is installed over the radar compartment to provide an 
aerodynamic fairing. The "tuned radome" techniques4 being developed 
by AFAL, in essence, provides for scattering properties similar 
to that for a metallic surface shaoe. Therefore, the shaoe of 
the radome is a..-1 important consideration. Although this paper does 
not cover the subject of tbe RCS for large aperture antenna types, 
a proper c!'loice of the radar antenna is an important consideration 
during the configuration phase. A ~~oice ~ust be made between 
a compartment type antenna and a conformal type array. A conformal 
array exhibits low RCS features; however, the tuned radome approach 
is nuch further along in de'le lopmen t. 
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1ll The wing and em9e~~age members provide for both specular and 
~veling wave type of backscacter. The speculars are typically 
hi level of RCS, ofte.'l only a few wide in th.e major 
plane and broad in ~~e or~~ogonal plane. Sweeping of the wing and 
empennage members, be~~ trailing and leading edge surfaces, can 
be used to move t..'"le speC"...:lars outside the RCS sector. Sweeping the 
edges can also be used to more evenly distribute the RCS throuahout 
the sector so ~~at the ~edian levels of RCS are maintained at iower 
values. 

Jla The nature of t..~e RCS return for wing and empennage members5 
can be seen by measured RCS data of Figure 6 for a vertical tail. 
In the region of J.. 60 o about dle nose, three types of backscatter 
are experienced: -1) specular from the leading edge-oriented at 
the nose, 2) traveling ·..rave return adjacent to the edge specular, 
and 3) physical optics contribution adjacent to the traveling 
'..rave returns. 

- The craos associated .,... i th con tro 1 :nerrbers located in the wing 
~ empennage :nembers :::reduce a sicnificant increase in the RCS 
como a red to a smoo+::1 :ner:tOer ,5 Shown in ?igure 7 are measured RCS 
for a vertical tail comparing a "detailed model" (wi~~ gaps) 
with t.~at for a s:noot.~ model. It may be feasible for some air
borne vehicles to eliminate the control surfaces by enploying 
thrust vectoring in the exhaust. 

!2,~ !:"v;o-o··.-. 31 sto.re·s, such as weapons, pods, fuel tanks, are 
important RCS contributors that should not be overlooked in the 
design process.6 Since weapons probably have the largest impact on 
RCS, this :natter will be discussed. Pylons are commonly employed 
to hold clusters of bcrrbs and missiles resulting in significant 
levels of RCS. The increase in RCS due to clusterincr or grouping 
~ot only is due to the nurrbers but is also due to multiple 
.ce:'lections or inte!:"actions among them. Guided bombs are :10w 
bein~ devel8ced ~avtn; in~rared and optical guidance systems 
..;nic:--4 a.lsc 2an ~e ex?ected -:.::> i:1.crease :...~e 2..e\tels :)f ?CS. 

- Clearlv, ::r.e ',•iea:;:cn carriage conce9t for ~CS :nust consider 
~·.;ide :-ange of r;~ea9ons that may be required on the airborne 
?enicle. .:..n i:1itial a::mroach which should be considered is that 
~f reducina visibilLtv-~f weacons to the RCS sector, such as that 
discussed ~arlier for. inlets.- r,vea9on carriage concepts suc.'l as 
confor:::1al ·t~eaoon carriaoe, offers a viable aooroach, bv hiding 
·..;eaoons ::o t~e .:1axi:nurn feasible extent. conceots for '1 iding the 
·..;eaoons snould be er..ohas i zed since little' if anv' has been donE:: 
:,o - r.re Lo9 Low S'.CS b~mb s. Shown in Figure 8 ar~ me as r.:red RCS 
dat for 6 >Lt.::-82 bor..bs in both the conventional pylo:t ::-~aunts of 
':'A~i:1 TER ('::::lole eject::..on =ac::ks) and a conformal carriage. The 
~dvantages of conformal carriage will be even :nore cronounced 
· .. :h2n t;.e c:Jn?enLence of ~CS control treatinents, such as :uselage
-::ou:1ced shLelds a.'1d 3.bsor::e= treat.":lents, are utilized. 
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B. 

The ~cs design :or ~he tail sector has much similarity to 
for ~~e nose. ~he RCS contribucors which ~ust be considered 

include ~~e exnaust ::ozzle which is a major item and t.l1e tail shape, 
empennage ~embers, and external stores. 

Jll The exhaust nozzle configuration. together with its engine, 
~s an L~porta~t consideration for a low RCS design. Emphasis should 
be placed on designs ·..,.hic.l-t can reduce the severity of the environ
ment, and therefore, allow more effective RCS treatments to be 
incorporated. These designs would also provide additional benefits 
to the IR and acoustic signature. The nozzle, like the inlet, 
should emphasize locatlon, type and features for low RCS. Regarding 
the type, plug designs generally offer an advantage over the "open" 
type. Maki:1g the nozzle both long and curved provides siinilar 
advantages as for ~1-te i:1let treatment and for reducing the blade 
contribution. ~ot to be overlooked during the configuration phase 
are :1ozzles ·..;hie.~ can readily provide cooli:1g of surfaces for 
aiding in t~e design of Rfu~ trea~~ents. Cooling could allow 
presently 21va~lab le plastic r:1aterials to be applied, as well as, 
:nany ~agnetlc materials, •.vhich are unsatisfactory at high elevated 
tem9eratures. 

A nozzle des iqn •...thich has been deve looed and which offers 
RCS and IR be~e fits is the Two Dimensional :Joz zle .7 A 20 

ty9e nozzle design offers significant RCS improvement compared 
with the convergent type nozzle. Figure 9 displays measured RCS 
data fo..r t.~es e >::.•t~o types of nozzles. Air for cooling can be 
introduced i:1to the plug portion of the !10zzle and is sho•,.m in the 
cut-away sketch of ?igure 10. The 2D nozzle is an example of a 
nozzle design which specially addresses observables as an major 
design -=actor. 

Ill Anot~er consideratlo!1 concerning exhaust :1ozzle designs wort.~y 
~mentlon 1.s thrust 7ec>::.ori!1g in the nozzle region which can 
eli~nate control surfaces in the wings and tail members. The 
gaps associated with control surfaces are significant contributors 
for RCS design below 1 sq. meter. 

- The •,.;ing and. empennage members provide RCS characteris t~cs in 
~tall sector· sun.1.lar to those for the nose sector. In th.1.s 
regard, ~,e sweep angle of the trailing edges must be given 
at tent ion and a choice :nade ·~ The gaps as so cia ted w i t!l. ~l-J.e cant rol 
sur:aces a:.-e ·:ery important.=> Figure 11 provides the measured RCS 
for a full-scale vertical tail, with and without incorooration of 
the control surface gap. The importance of gaps is quite clear. 
::li::r.inat.:.on o: control sur:aces is a consideration ~l-J.at should be 
exa.:n.:.ned fo::: '-.a'-' RCS designs. 
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.. The RCS resulting from store arrange!nents is also an ilnportant 
~gn decision L~pacti~g on ~e RCS in the tail sector. The 
subject of weapon carriage concepts is an important matter and 
requires attention for similar reasons discussed under the nose 
sector. Shown in Figure 12 is the RCS for two TERs (triple ejection 
racks) with. 6 MK-82 bombs. 

~ 

C. Broadside Region a 
111 RCS design for the broadside region has received little 
attention to ~~e present time. The rationale being that the 
very high levels of RCS exist for only short periods of time 
and therefore do not provide sufficient reaction time for the enemy 
radars to utilize this characteristic. The development of improved 
weapons by the enemy most likely will necessitate that the broad
side RCS receive consideration in the future. 

II The RCS in the broads ide sector is largely controlled by 
the fuselage, empennage :nembers and the wing/fuselage joins. 
Additional contributors can be engine nacelles, external weapons 
fuel tanks, side looking radars, etc. Typical RCS characteristics 
of various airbo~e vehicles in the broadside sector are shown 
in Figure 13. These vehicles are operational systems which are 
presently found in our military inventory. Data in the figure 
show t!1e 10° median RCS levels range from 3 dbsm {2 sq. m2) for 
missiles to about 36 dbsm (4000 sq. m2) for bomber aircraft. 

... The fuselage shape is a major consideration in attaining low 
~- The shape must be selected to provide low RCS signature in 
~'1e specified region, such as below or above the vehicle .. 
A fuselage having flat sides will produce very large RCS amplitudes 
that range as. ~}gh as several thousand sq. meters. A flat surface 
has th.e effe~f concentrating the RCS in the vicinity of the 
normal to the surface. ~he RCS will vary greatly with change in 
angle, ;.;ith ::.'1e plane of longest dimension exhibiting most sensiti
vity. 

Ill The flat-sided fuselage must generally be considered as an 
unaesirable shaoe. The RCS characteristics for a "flat" fuselage/ 
wing model are shown in Figure 14,8 

lit The circular cylinder shape also provides a large RCS 
~ough not as great as for the flat-sided fuselage. The RCS 
in the vertical or roll plane being essentially independent of 
angle. 

lla By going to the more blended type of shapes, such as ellipti
~, diamond ~~d triangular, we can produce significant changes 
in the RCS. For instance, triangular shaped sides have the effect 
of moving the flat-plate type of return to the vicinity of the 
surface normal. The RCS data of a triangular-shaped fuselage for 
conpar~son ·.; t.'1 t.'1at for a flat-sided s is shown in Figure 14. 
Also sho·..rn in Fiaure 14 are measured RCS for an advanced 
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til tactical fighter incorporating a degree of blending that 
does not produce any degradation in the subsonic/supersonic 
aerodynamics. 8 An extreme limit of the blending for a fuselage 
would be equivalent to that of a flat-plate where the major 
scatter would be located directly above and below the vehicle. 
The RCS in the broadside on would become essentially that 
from an edge type of return. 

• The location of th.e N'ing has a strong RCS effect in the 
~oadside sector. A major contribution primarily sterns from the 
corner reflector created by the wing/fuselage junction. Corner 
reflectors provide large RCS levels over wide angles, and therefore 
:nust be avoided for regions of RCS control. Figure 15 displays 
some trend data for two wing positions as it impacts on ~~e RCS, 
30° below the airplane.8 The advantage of a bottom-:nounted wing 
is obvious. The "bot tom-mounted" wing places the corner reflector 
return above the vehicle while the too-:nounted olaces it below. 
~ mid-mounted wing provides such a return both ~eve and below. 

.. The arrangement of the empennage is important since it can 
~ reoresented bv a combination of flat-olate surfaces and corner 
reflectors. The~ usual vertical-rudder and horizontal stabilizer 
arrangement exhibits high RCS speculars in the broadside sect.:.~: 
ci11d a cuLaer reflector contribution in the upper sectnr ~~~ 
~:-r:p laying t·..rin tai 1 arrangements, major changes can be made in 
the RCS. The RCS characteristics of a conventional empennage 
arrangement and a twin-canted configuration are shown in Figure 16 
to help demonstrate RCS characteristics which can be made to occur 
by these design approaches. 

JJ Integration of engine inlets into ~~e fuselage is important 
_or aci1iev~'1'i low RCS in t:he br::Jadside sector. · The imPortance 
of this de~lfn aspect is :!.llustrated in ?igure 17, ·..rhi~h shows the 
RCS data for the case of a s~ngle engine nacelle with pylon.9 

II .;n. improvement ·.vhich can help reduce the RCS in the broadside 
sector l.S based upon using multiple engines rather than a single 
one. By employing multiple engines, such as side by side, the height 
of the fuselage can be lessened, providing less effective area 
for scattering. In addition, a greater degree of blending can be 
incorporated which will help reduce the RCS in the broadside region. 
This is a feature of the advanced tactical fighter concept whose 
broadside RCS c~aracteristics are shown in Figure 14. 

D . • Skin :·!ate ri. al II 
II Presently, :nost of the skin mat:erial for the external surfaces 
::;)n ai r!::lo me vehicles are largely me tal lie ·.vi th the exception of 
rado:nes •..;hich orovide aerodvnarnic fairinos. Advanced comPosites, 
such =.s the graphite and boron fibers in-their present form, exhibit 
a c=:aracc::er.:.stic at r::.icrc\:aves ·..:hich is equivalent to ~'"lat f ::1etal. 
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- Skin sur: aces nade "'ron fib erg lass are bei:tg '-J.Sed i:1 aircraft 
and missile designs for achieving cost savi:tgs in ma~ing complex 
shapes, etc. For aircra£~ and nissile designs using plastics 
for portions of the skin, h RCS levels have us resulted. 
An ex~uole o: ~his is shown in Ficrure 18 which compares a wing 
design ;,ade :rom a :netal and from~ :i.ber:;: lass .10 '!'he :iielectric wing 
is made entirely of "'iberglass. The results such as these have 
created a bad imoress ion for t.~e us acre of plastic structures in 
low RCS designs,· ·,..;hich is unfortunate. In fact, external surfaces 
made of dielectric materials appear to be the o~timum approach 
in some ::.nstances :or achieving low RCS designs. 

111 The ef:ect:ive usage of dielectric materials in low RCS 
design requires a:1 understanding of t.~e :1ature of tJ'l.e electromag
netic waves whereby one can determi:te the scatter properties at 
in, and through ':..1-te naterial. Unless this understanding is properly 
applied, it is likely t.~at ':..~e backscatter in most instances ·,..;ill 
be greater t..~an t:ha:: o: ::-:etallic sur:aces. 

• Die le ct;ri c :nateri als ")rovide an exce llez:t opport'.l:1~ ty to aid 
1n low RCS aes~gns ; c:e::-:o::stratec :.:1 the 
.ZI.ir Force SRAM nissile. ?articularly for the case of ·..,rhere surface 
waves are a prime source of backscatter, designs based upon 
dielectric :naterials ar~ ~rectical l~~ ~cs conceots. Dielectric 
materials used to suooort. surface wrlv<?s, i.ncoroor~tinG small amounts 
of :nagnetic absorber: are effective in attaining low RCS. An 
example of a dielectric approach based upon the excitation/ 
absorption of surface ',..;ave~ is shown in Figure 19 for the case of 
a S RAM fin .11 . 

191 
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DE I: II 
- :'he design of la...r RCS vehicles ires close attention 
~the RCS rements which s on, frecruencJ range 
anc RCS magnitudes. upon severi::y of the RCS speci-
fication, there or a great amount of latitude in the 
des~gn of the cron ion. RCS recruirements below l sa. meter 
~or manned aircraft and .01 sq. mete~s for missiles shouid require 
cons~deration of G~e configuration. 

• Consider for example, the design of a missile with wings , 
where a low RCS configuration is desired. For this example, lets 
assume that the missile is an air breather type, 15-20 feet long, 
and: at an altitude of 75,000 feet. For high altitude pene-
t:-ation, at least for the present, we could reasonable assume 
that RCS control is recruired onlv in the recrion below that of 
t::e ::ussile, perhaps ~rom 0 to -6oo in elev~tion relative to the 
::1~ss ~le, and 36J 0 in azimuth. 

II 3ased upon the RCS sector to be controlled, several ideas are 
~m~ediately suggested. The engine inlet and exhaust nozzle are 
loca':.ed on the too-side of the missile and the~r aoertures "hidden" 
from ·,;iew to the RCS control sec::.or. Proceeding furG;,.er with the 
des~~n, the inlet is made nearly conformal to the top surface 
and a .Luny, curved tnlet duct is used. A low RCS type of 20 
::-• .:::;;:::12. ~ .... ..,:,;:;·.vn fu.c the exhaust nozzle. Thrust vectoring is ~.:;.;;0. 

in the exhaust nozzle, thereby eliminating the flaps in the wing 
and empennage surfaces. The fuselage is of a triangular shape 
with a flat, bottom surface. This would result in the specular 
for the bottom surface being located directly belcw the missile. 
7he wings are botto:n-::1ounted, flush to the bottom of the fuselage. 
7!1is •...rill move the corner reflector effect associated with the 
·...;1::1g fuselage join to the region above the missile. Also, the 
spec-..::lar "'roM L;,.e bet-torn sur:ace of the wing ·...;ill occur directly 
~eicw the ::1~ssile. 7he empennage des~;n cons~sts of a ~orizontal 
stab.J...2.izer ·...;ith a canted, t·...;in tail. This configuration ·...;ill 
result 1n ~oth G~e speculars and corner reflector returns being 
locat-ed above the missile. The shaoe of G"le :1ose and of the tail 
oortions of the missile are tria~oular with smooth,transitions 
~sed ~nto the fuselace. The tios-of ~~e :1ose and tail are 
essentially sharp, lc;w radius. ·The leading and trailing edges of 
tne wing and empennage members are swept to move their soeculars 
away from the vicinity of the nose-tail axis. 

- .::.. cor.f:!.guration which reflects the low RCS :eatures oreviously 
~cussed is shown in Figure 20. 

This assu,'Ties absorber treat
::'e:-::: for ::mc.'1 o:: the exter:1al sur:aces and inlet/exhaust ducts. 
:he levels of RCS are based upon measured RCS data for missile 
ccmcc::1en ts ·.,·hich are s i:ni lar to that being shc-..;n. 
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